Visitor Fact Sheet
Visiting Your Family and Friends at Elderwood
We are excited to welcome visitors to our facility! As our community continues to emerge from the
COVID-19 Pandemic, we remain vigilant in our efforts to prevent infections among our residents and staff.
Please take a moment to review these important guidelines and instructions for visitation at Elderwood.

Vaccination against COVID-19 and Pre-Visit Testing
Are Strongly Encouraged for Visitors
•

If you do not feel well, please DO NOT VISIT. Any illness, but especially COVID-19, can be a
serious concern for our residents. Please do not visit if you have been exposed to someone with
COVID-19 within the last 14 days.

•

We will conduct a brief health screening for all visitors.

•

Wash your hands before your visit.

•

Please continue to maintain a social distance of six feet from those with whom you are visiting,
other residents, staff, visitors and others within the building.

•

In-room visits to single-occupancy rooms is permitted. A designated visiting area has been
established for residents who share a room.

•

Please restrict your movement within the building to proceeding directly to/from the area of your visit.

•

Whenever practical, we will encourage outdoor visitation.

•

Close contact for residents and visitors who are BOTH vaccinated is permitted when alone in a
resident’s room or designated visiting area and masks are not required.

•

Close contact for residents who are vaccinated with visitors who are NOT vaccinated is also
permitted when alone in a resident’s room or designated visiting area, however well-fitting
masks are required for BOTH the resident AND the visitor.

•

Visiting hours, and duration of visits may continue to be limited to allow for sufficient social
distancing capacity. Please check with the facility for details or online at Elderwood.com

•

Visitation may be restricted or partially restricted should we experience new cases of COVID-19
among residents or staff.

•

Should you visit while we have a resident(s) recovering from COVID-19, you will need to provide
a signature to acknowledge your awareness of the presence of a COVID-19 case at the facility.

Visitors may be required to leave at any time if they are unwilling or unable to
comply with visitation guidelines or direction from staff.
Thank you for helping us keep our residents safe.
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